TO: Customers using 0603, 0805 and 1206 chips  
FROM: Product Marketing R Chip  

HEREWITH YOU ARE INFORMED OF OUR INTENTION TO REMOVE MARKING OF RC/AC0603/0805/1206

DESCRIPTION:

To remove marking of RC/AC 0603/0805/1206– start date: July, 1st, 2013.

To remove the Resistance Value Marking on R-Chip sizes 0603/0805/1206 for the purposes of reducing unnecessary chemical usages for environmental protections. To identify the product resistance value each single reel is labeled with all relevant data and will continue serving the purposes. As for the product, performance, features, specifications, manufacturing process and location remain the same. So, the elimination of the marking on top of the product itself has no impact on the product functionality and reliability and customer can use it for all current and future applications as already done.

Yageo has provided no resistance marking on R Chip 0402/0201/01005 and on the entire MLCC family ever since. Given Yageo has been devoted to being eco-friendly, we decide to eliminate the marking on the R Chip of the sizes of 0603, 0805 and 1206 as soon as possible. There will be a short period of time that both types of the products, with marking and without marking, coexist while we are changing the production lines one by one. We highly appreciate your understanding that we may ship the products in parallel for some time. Yageo commits that we will make full efforts to shorten the overlapping period as much as we can.

REASONS:  
- Environmental protection and be consistent with the industrial standard  
- No impact on product functionality and applications and reliability

EXPECTED INFLUENCE ON PERFORMANCE: None

EXPECTED INFLUENCE ON QUALITY AND RELIABILITY: None

CHANGE:

| Quality REPORTS available: | Yes | SAMPLES available: | Yes | Implementation date: | July, 1st, 2013 | Type identification after change: | Label on reel |

SUGGESTION FOR ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS: Not applicable

Quality Manager: Victor Chiao  
Signature:  
Date: 2013-01-17

Product Manager: Gary Wang  
Signature:  
Date: 2013-01-17

Sales Manager:  
Signature:  
Date:  

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT: Gary Wang  e-mail: gary.wang@yageo.com

RETURN YOUR COMMENTS BEFORE:

Remarks:

Date:

Function:

Signature: